Digitises, simplifies and improves the efficiency of local authority ward and polling district reviews.

Xpress Maps, our paperless mapping tool, enables local authorities to easily review
boundaries online, create new scenarios for consultation and balance elector totals of
Wards and Polling districts.

Redistricting, the drawing and revising of electoral

Improving the electoral process with

boundaries, can be a complex process. Ward and

mapping technology

polling districts need to be carefully constructed
in order to properly represent the electorate.

Xpress Maps utilises cloud technology

Voting proportions need to be maintained across

underpinned by a geospatial engine designed

all districts to ensure that each vote counts

specifically for government services. This new

equally. Any change has an impact and

cloud software makes local ward and polling

stakeholders need to be consulted.

district reviews easier and quicker. Enabling

Consultations often generate a large paper trail
as maps are printed and marked-up, catchment
calculations made and repeatedly revised and
proposed changes shared back and forth. It can
be difficult to resolve opposing views and the

Saves time and money

Simplifies consultation
and decision-making

Local Authorities to examine and review
boundaries quickly online and recalculate
elector totals. Edited scenarios can be viewed,
amended and approved by stakeholders using
an intuitive online dashboard.
Xpress Election Management System (EMS)

process can be slow and inefficient.

users can easily import boundary changes

Change boundary
lines online and see
impact in real-time

back into the system to update Xpress
Register, eliminating time-consuming manual
processes.

Xpress EMS is Trusted by over
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of local authorities in
England and Wales
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Xpress Maps

Xpress Maps

Key features
Quickly move boundaries on-screen
and calculate elector totals
Achieve a more evenly distributed
electorate within a region
Easy to use mapping tool, produces
reports at the touch of a button
Integration with Xpress Register for
easy export and import of data
Edited scenarios can be viewed by
authorised stakeholders
Improving the efficiency of the
consultation process.

Why choose Xpress Maps?
Xpress Maps is part of our market-

Saves time and money with
efficient online process

Seamlessly integrates with
the Xpress software suite

leading electoral management
software, which includes:
Xpress – Register & Management
Mobile Canvasser App

Shows impact of changes
in real time

Reduces paper use and
simplifies consultation

WebReg
Contact us to find out more:
Email: xpress@civica.co.uk
Website: www.civica.com/xpress
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